
SYSTEMATIC PRACTICAL THEOLOGY:
A CHRISTIAN-SECULAR DIALOGUE ON

SUCCESS, MARRIAGE-F AMIL Y LIFE AND MASCULINITY
RELEVANT TO THREE CHALLENGES IN SINGAPOREAN SOCIETY

4.1 The Challenge to National Prosperity

Being a small nation in terms of land area and population, the success and survival of

1 Khera is the founder of Qualified Learning Systems Ine, USA. He is also a noted business consultant and
much sought-after speaker on successful entrepreneurship. In April and October 2000. he was in Singapore to
conduct seminars organised by the Marketing Institute of Singapore for top executives.

 
 
 



Success in life is not determined by how we are doing compared with others,
but how we are doing compared with what we are capable of doing. Successful
people compete against themselves. They better their own record and keep
improving constantly (Khera 1998:39).

indispensable - coinmitment, hardworking and positive believing. Commitment here has to do

 
 
 



In Singapore today, there is concern expressed by some people that the value of hard

work may be in danger of being carried too far, like in Japan. 4 One such person is John Read,

At the same time, it is crucial to set the right framework and performance
expectations so that other attnbutes and talents are developed and equally
emphasised.

Moral development, personal development, non-programmed creativity and
play can be expanded to develop a more rounded character, rather than one
skewed by performance anxiety towards stress. S

3 See Chapter II, pp80-81.
.• The former Prime Minister of Japan, Keizo Obuchi, was said to have died from a stroke brought on by
overwork.
5 The Straits TImes (Executive Appointments) 10June 2000. Don't drive me up the wall, p86.

 
 
 



spending one's life trying to impress others or to accumulate trendy clothes, fancy gizmos and

the money to keep buying them.,6

problem arises when afiluence becomes the all-consuming focus in life.7

This is also very much in line with the opinions of Doris Pozzi and Stephen Williams.8

6 This quote was reprinted from the New York Times in The Straits Times (liFE! Section) 4 February 1999. I
am rich, so why am I blue? p3.
7 Dr Ryan's views were reported in the same UFE! Section article mentioned above.
8 Pozzi is a registered psychologist and Williams is a management expert. They are partners in an Australia-
based management consulting firm that services corporations internationally. Their work involves helping
individuals and companies to accelerate personal and organisational success.

 
 
 



'dimension of ourselves concerned with meaning' is rarely emphasised.9 What is needed then

- Balance is really a hindrance because success often demands focused energy
repeatedly. This means that success often demands that those activities deemed
less important be sacrificed. This instantly clashes with the idea of balance
which is to try and spread one's energy so that nothing will be sacrificed or
neglected.

- Balance does not really give meaning in that it is aimed at achieving a
condition, not a long-term goal. It merely drives you to spread yourself over a
wide range of activities, but does not align you to your personal values and

 
 
 



purpose. You really do not find meaning if you are merely doing but not
moving toward your personal values and purpose in life. Hence, balance makes
success look nothing more than a time-management issue. But success with
soul is more than an issue of balancing through time management. It is about
knowing what your personal values and pupose are so that you can have a
meaningful life, not a balanced life. It is 'uncluttering our lives, and disengaging
ourselves from activities which are not about who we really are .... '

others, and with the environment (pozzi & Williams 1997:80).10 This relationship model of

perfectionism. 11 This is because perfectionists are excellent workers in that their drive to

10 It may sound a little odd to speak of enhancing relationship with oneself. What this really means is to create
a harmonious relationship among one's mind, body and soul.
11 Basco is professor of psychology at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Centre, Dallas.

 
 
 



TABLE 10: Mo .. Perfectionism
Perfectionistic Vie ints

1. Losing out is an indication that I am
flawed.
2. Losin out is not alri
3. Losing out is alright for others, but not for
me.
4. It is shameful to let otherS know that I have
lost out.

asco 1999:86
Mo .. Counte ints

1. Losing out is a performance, not a
. flaw.

2. Los· out is a human e rience.
3. There is no reason why I should be held to
a hi er standard than an one else.
4. If others cannot handle watching me lose
out, then it is that have a roblem.

group, or nation to provide shetter, nutrition, and other material goods that enable people to

live a good life. ,12 The primary end of prosperity is to help 'create space in people's hearts and

12 Fairbanks is visiting scholar at Stanford University and member of the World Bank's Committee on Social
Development. He is also advisor to government and private sector leaders in Africa, the Middle East and Latin
America.

 
 
 



nations must adopt this mindset if there is to be hwnan progress in tenns of attaining rising

standards ofliving.13

- The belief in productivity: The way to achieve lasting prosperity is to increase
productivity. The use of control, government filvours and military powers can
only give a fBlse sense of abundance as these measures really stifle the will to
compete in the long run.

- The belief that wealth is unlimited: This is so because wealth is created
through the creative use of ideas and insights. In this sense, it is not fixed even
if resources are scarce.

- The belief in the good of certain essentials: Some of these essentials may
seem like hard options because they demand a radical change in old thinking.
These necessities that can contribute to material prosperity are: innovation,
competition, accountability, technology, labour force, merger with others,
collaboration with suppliers/customers, global networking, education/skills, and
wage increases according to productivity levels.

13 Lindsay is adjunct professor at Georgetown University Sdlool of Business. He is also advisor in social
development to governments in Central America and the Caribbean.

 
 
 



Managing money requires a single-minded devotion to the cause of making
money and all other considerations must be subordinated to it. In contrast to
other forms of employment, managing a hedge fund can produce losses as well
as profits; you cannot afford to take your eye offofthe ball ....

... economic values, on their own, cannot be sufficient to sustain society ...
These values presuppose that each participant is a profit centre bent on
maximising his or her profits to the exclusion of all other considerations.
Although the description may be appropriate to market behaviour, there must
be some other values at work to sustain society, indeed, to sustain human life

In conditions of rapid change when traditions have lost their sway and people
are assailed with suggestions from all sides, exhange values may well come to
replace intrinsic values. This is particularly true in a capitalist regime that
emphasises competition and measures success in monetary terms. To the extent
that other people want money and are willing to do almost anything to get it,
money is power, and power can be an end in itself Those who succeed may not
know what to do with their money but at least they can be sure that other
people envy their success. This may be enough to keep them going indefinitely
despite the lack of any other motivation .... (Soros 1998:113).

When everybody is striving for more money, competition becomes so intense
that even the most successful are reduced to the position of having to fight for
survival .... (Soros 1998:207).

 
 
 



This is only poSSIblewhen the values pursued, which promote prosperity, do
not vanish as prosperity arrives. Thus the values prevailing at the crucial
moments of decisions leading to economic development must be intrinsic and
not instrumental, since instrumental values are by definition temporary .... 15

14 Grondona is professor of government at the Law Faculty of the National University of Buenos Aires.
15 For the sake of national survival, Singapore had no choice but to undertake a bold economic development
programme immediately after her separation from Malaysia in 1965. Today in Singapore, the concern for
national survival as propagated by the government is still just as strong in spite of more than three decades of
national prosperity since independence. Lee Kuan Yew, the father of modern Singapore, has written a two-
volume memoirs. He said this when asked about his objective in writing: •... to let a younger generation know
how we made it the hard way, and that all can still be lost if they do not observe several basic tenets that
enabled Singapore to survive and prosper' (11re Straits Times 13 September 2000. Memoirs are as I saw it, for
posterity, p3).

 
 
 



economic wealth stresses the need to always look to the better things which the future

pro~ not just at the big things whichthe here and now presents.16

16 Such a future orientation stimulates a proactive and optimistic mindset in that one views life as not what
happens. but as what one makes happen. It makes one resolve to do what is necessary to secure a safe destiny
(Grondona 2000:53).
17 Indeed, entrepreneurship and innovation have been recognised by the leaders of Singapore as key ingredients
in the country's quest for future growth. Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong (Mahizhnan & Lee 1998:3-
4) has this to say about the future survival of Singapore's economy:

Entrepreneurship and innovation will be key ingredients of economic success. The more
developed we become, the less we can merely follow the path blazed by others. Singaporeans
need to venture forth on their own, to grow activities in the region. to create and develop key
product and knowledge niches to maintain our competitive edge.

 
 
 



IfI had to deal with people instead of markets, I could not have avoided moral
choices and I could not have been so successful in making money. I blessed the
luck that led me to the financial markets and allowed me not to dirty my hands.
The fact remains that anonymous market participants are largely exempt from
moral choices as long as they play by the rules. In this sense, financial markets
are not immoral; they are amoral.IS

The reality is that life is a competition and we have to compete. In fact,
competition makes competitive people grow. The objective is to win, no
question - but to win fairly, squarely, decently and by the rules.

II Soros was singularly accused by Dr Mahathir Mobamad, Prime Minister of Malaysia, for committing the
'immoral' act of crashing the Malaysian economy in 1997 with his trading in the financial markets.

 
 
 



ahead of others.19 They (Tan & Toh 1998:4) stress that competitiveness is 'the ability to

It is clear ... that the key competitive strength of Singapore against the regional
countries derived directly or indirectly from the quality of the people. In
particular, the strong international competitiveness index of Singapore is
largely contnbuted by the people related fuctors like management, people,
science and technology, and government.

19 Tan Kong Yam is Head of Department of Business Policy in the Faculty of Business Administration,
National University of Singapore (NUS). He is also economic consultant to Citibank, mM, ATT, BP, Mobil
and the Singapore Government. Too Mun Heng is Tan's filculty colleague at NUS. He too serves as economic
consultant to the Singapore Government.
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into a 'borderless economy' with the removal of trade barriers and lowering of tari:tlS. In view

of this new competitive environment, he calls on Singaporeans to sustain their competitiveness

by being 'flexible and adaptive.' He comments that a new attitude toward work must be

adopted by Singaporeans - that is, to be willing to be deployed worldwide, and be willing to

learn and try new things (Koh 1998:320).

In brief, tiny Singapore has no choice but to take up this unenviable, two-fold

challenge - sustain her competitive edge over others, and at the same time, sustain her

cooperation with others in today's globalised economy. What this implies is that Singapore

develops her own economic niches - that is, not to do what others are already doing well, but

to do what she can do better in comparison to others. This is the kind of comparative

advantage that will make Singapore competitive yet complementing, thereby ensuring the

sustainability of her economic growth.

4.1.2 Some Christian views on success, economics and competition. Thus far, success

has been largely decn"bed in terms of one key word - achieving. Khera talks of success in

terms of achieving excellence; Pozzi and Williams perceive it as achieving soul/meaning;

Fairbanks hails it as achieving prosperity.

On the topic of economics, it is obvious that the value of money capital cannot be

excluded from the discussion. Soros has insisted that money is not to be desired for its own

sake. His own desire is to use money capital to bring about greater autonomy to people

around the world at both the personal and societal levels. In other words, Soros believes that

money capital is important in economics because it can be instrumental in bringing about social

reforms. He also views trading with money capital in the economic system as amoral as long

as one plays according to the rules. Hence, Soros argues that money is desirable not for its
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intrinsic value, but for the economic power it has to bring about greater autonomy in the lives

of people.

Grondona agrees that economic wealth can be instrumental in :freeing people from the

hold of poverty and control. However, once people have attained that state of autonomy, he

warns that there is the danger of easing off into economic complacency which in turn can undo

all the positive things. Hence, Grondona feels strongly that economic wealth must be seen as

not only having instrumental value, but more importantly, intrinsic worth as well. If national

survival, esteem and sovereignty are of intrinsic worth, then economic wealth must be seen to

be synonymous with these marks of nationalism. One way to achieve this is to adopt a 'crisis'

mentality which constantly reminds people that they have not yet arrived, and they need to

.. keep on striving in order to survive.

Views on the meaning of competition include Khera's call to compete in order to

excel. And competitive excellence implies not only striving to do one's best, but also to be the

best. In order to compete and win fairly, the emphasis must be on respecting rules rather than

relationships.

Presenting a different view, Pozzi and Williams emphasise the need to compete with

oneself. Competing with others is only meaningful when one does so in order to achieve

hislher best without reducing the worth of others in the process. Hence, respecting

relationships is as important as respecting rules. When people compete with one another, they

do so in order to spur one another to reach their respective best. In this sense, Pozzi and

Williams regard intense competition as some kind of healthy interdependence. This is also the

view of Grondona who considers this interdependence in competiton as a way to compete in

order to cooperate.

 
 
 



culture. ,20 This perception is unfortunate as it ties success solely to an elevation of power,

'Up' is good and 'down' is bad. In a culture that values individualism, the road
to appropriate individualism follows these metaphors of ascendancy. We come
into our own as individuals by moving up. Promotion, salary increases, rising
above others in a hierarchy - these define success, not only in crude media
caricatures but in the subtle regions of thought, language and value.

Ifwe break free of the 'up is better' metaphor, we realise that other questions
should determine whether we make a move. Maybe the operative question is
not, Does this move me up? but, Does this move me closer? - closer to the
work God is calling me to do ....

20 Jon Johnston is professor of sociology, anthropology and social psycl1ology at Pepperdine University, and
adjunct professor at Fuller Theological Seminary; both of these schools are in California, USA.

 
 
 



attainment of material blessings; it also embraces the responsibility to live for God spiritually

and morally in the midst of abundance and opportunities?1

- Success bases your worth by comparing with others; excellence bases your
value by measuring you against your own potential.

- Success is the reward of a few though the dream of many; excellence is
available to all though rightly understood only by a few. "

- Success entices you to manipulate others; excellence encourages you to value
others as the apex of God's creation.

- To grow in agape love is not to be enslaved by a 'bite-the-bullet' kind of
obedience.

- To grow in agape love is not an ego-inflating legalism which you use to
praise yourself for doing what is necessary to be on God's side.

- To grow in agape love is not to try and outdo others so that you can glorify
yourself.

21 See Chapter Ill, p180.
n Interestingly, God's glory in Hab 3:3 is described by the Greek word for excellence (arete) in the Septuagint.

 
 
 



- To grow in agape love is not to be lopsided in life as a result of focusing on
one area while neglecting other important aspects.

As God increases our responsibility and prosperity, we must do more than say
thanks and hoard. Our task is not barn-building and amassing a fortune. Rather,
we must forever realise that we are given more in order to give more. Our tight
fists must relax as we allow their contents to slip through our fingers and land
on areas of severe need. ~ese areas are close to the heart of God.

23 Morris is professor of philosophy at the University of Notre Dame, and holds a joint PhD in philosophy and
religious studies from Yale University.

 
 
 



One of the worst things that can happen in connection with goal-directed
behaviour is for a person to take on goals from other people just to please
them, or to benefit from their filvour, despite the met that the values and desires
behind those goals are alien to his own value system and destructive for him to
embrace ....

Drawing a clear distinction· between desires and goals has a h"berating result.
We need not be bullied by our own desires. You can have a desire and not set
yourself the goal of satisfying it. Desiring is not always up to us. It is not
always within our control But goal setting is. Once we see this distinction we
can clearly see that an unsatisfied desire is not the same thing as a fililure. You
can be happy with many unsatisfied desires as long as you don't embrace them
and set their :fulfilmentas a goal.

choices guard your time and energies from being tyrannised by pursuits that make you busy,

but with the wrong thingS.24

 
 
 



The obligation of excellence ... does not demand unreasonable dedication to
superior performance in everything we do. It just requires ofus that we make
the most of our time and talents in a balanced way as we live our lives. We
should care about whatever we are doing. We should invest ourselves
wholeheartedly in anything we choose to do, but that investment should be
made wisely as well. A healthy human life involves many commitments, many
interests, and many values ....

possessions. ,25 Can success in tenns of achieving material prosperity be congruent with

wealth, but he became poor in spirit, recognising his lack of righteousness in his abundance of

wealth. 26 When Jesus says that 'you cannot serve both God and Money' in Mt 6:24, He is not

25 Alcorn is pastor of Good Shepherd Community Church in Gresham, Oregon. He had also taught part-time at
Western Baptist Seminary and Multnomah School of the Bible.
26 See Chapter ill, P 180.

 
 
 



Materialism begins with what we believe. Not merely what we say we believe,
not our doctrinal statement, but the philosophy of life we actually live by.
Hence, while any true Christian would deny belief in the philosophical
underpinnings of materialism ... he may nonetheless be preoccupied with
material rather than spiritual things and therefore in filet be a practicing
materialist .

... A materialist may be rich or poor, own much or own little, be a miser or a
spendthrift. Materialism usually surfaces in one's life-style, but it is first and
foremost a matter of the heart?7

To arbitrarily pick and choose Old Testament passages that seem to validate
modem society's standards of success and to fail to evaluate their present
application in the light of clear New Testament teaching, is to irresponsibly
handle the Scripture and to take a detour from our true identity and destiny.

Notice that faith does not mean insisting that we get what we seek now, but
believing we will get it later. Once again, this is in stark contrast to the now-
centred nature of prosperity theology, which sees faith as a means of claiming
immediate blessings, rather than eventual blessing. Following Christ is to see
and welcome from a distance our eternal reward - not to expect to get it now.
The great people offaith were looking for a country 'of their own,' better than
anything earth could offer.

27 In 1 Tm 6:17-19, Paul challenges the rich not to take a vow of poverty, but a vow of generosity in their life-
style (Alcorn 1989:300).

 
 
 



It is not possible to speak of a Christian doctrine of money, first because that is
not why we have been given revelation through the Scriptures, and it is even
less why Jesus was born, died and was raised from the dead ... Consequently
God's work, which is from the beginning the work of redemption, cannot in

21 This implies that one should not merely earn enough just for oneself. This is not being non-materialistic, but
really, being selfish. Thus, if one can earn more to care for others, it should be done with one's best effort.
Also, a pilgrim in Christ does not view savings and life insurances as acts of firithlessness. Such planning for
'rainy days' is good if it is 'only enough not to presume upon God. but never enough to avoid trusting in Him'
(Alcorn 1989:352).

 
 
 



any detail be expressed by social, economic or other worldly organisation. We
cannot extract any system from God's revelation without twisting the texts and
coming up with unwarranted conclusions because redemption is not a system.

one's trust in God's sufficiency with the fear of material deficiency.29

Edward Dayton (1992:46) re-emphasises the concern of Ellul this way:30

In a capitalist society the primarily role of business is seen as making a profit,
rather than meeting a need ... This view of making a personal or corporate
profit rather than meeting a need for others is soon reflected in the attitudes of
all who are involved in the business ....

The paradox of Deuteronomy 8 is this: Blessings, while inescapable for a godly
society, are a great temptation. Blessings are a sign of God's favour, yet ... can
result in comprehensive, external, social judgment. Thus, there is no way to
detennine simply from the existence of great external wealth and success of all
kinds - the success listed in Deuteronomy 28:1-14 - that a society is facing
either the prospect of continuing positive feedback or imminent negative
feedback (namely, destruction). The ethical condition of the people, not their
financial condition, is determinative.31

29 See Chapter Ill, p180.
30 Edward Dayton is an aerospace executive and worldwide teacher of management practice. He received his
seminary education in midlife and has since written many books on Christian leadership.
31 The temptation mentioned here is that of people trying to live independent of God after having been blessed
by Him.

 
 
 



century.,32 However, he does affirm that the economics embodied in the Old Testament

- The Jubilee existed to protect Israel's system of 'muhiple ownership of the
land based on a relatively equitable division over the whole kinship structure,
with the household as the basic unit of ownership.' This is, thus, not strictly
quantitative equality. The principle relevant for today then is not to ensure that
everyone has the same measure, but everyone should have enough to be
economically viable.

- The Jubilee existed to check 'massive private accumulation of landed wealth
and also of large-scale forms of collectivism which destroy any meaningful
sense of personal ownership.' The principle relevant for today is to ensure that
the majority of wealth is not possessed only by a minority upper class.

- The Jubilee existed to encourage families to work toward 'social value and
freedo~ economic independence, and the opportunity and freedom of spiritual
nourishment.' This acknowledges the reality today that it is difficult for family
life to be morally healthy if it is not economically healthy as well.

- The Jubilee existed to ensure that the 'insolvency of one generation in a
family, for whatever reason, should not mean debt slavery for their descendants
forever.' This calls for a 'principle of redemption' in today's context with
which the rich are prepared to sacrifice their self-interest from time to time in
order to lift the poor out of the poverty pit.33

for themselves.34 Rather, this ethical stance includes being right before God in the way they

32 Wright is director of studies and lecturer in Old Testament and ethics at All Nations Christian College,
England.
33 For a fuller discussion of the Jubilee, read Part Two of Wright's book God's People in God's Land.
34 Beisner is national chainnan of the economics committee of the evangelical Coalition on Revival in the US.
He is also a professional writer and speaker on Christian ethics, economic ethics and apologetics.

 
 
 



When the world systems call us to pursue wealth, power, or honour as an end
in itself rather than a means of bringing more of this world into submission to
God's gracious rule or of acquiring more tools with which to serve others, they
tempt us to abuse our princely calling as sons of God. When they call us to
serve for the sake of personal advancement rather than as a grateful, loving
response to God's grace or as a means of bestowing grace on others, they
tempt us to abuse our calling to serve as priests.

awareness and action - to grieve and care for the less fortunate around himlher. 3S

their sense of significance. Thus, they need to uphold values that will reinforce the truth that

their worth before God rests in His grace for them in Jesus Christ.36

3S See Chapter III, p 180.
36 See Chapter III, p 181.

 
 
 



... Today we need to pay even more attention to what God is saying than what
manna God is providing, in order to give God's words their appropriate
attention. One of God's words is food for the body, but there are other words
of God which are stimulus for the mind, inspiration for the imagination and
satis1Bctionfor the soul, to which we need pay appropriate attention.

Competitiveness pits one person against another. It puts high value on winning,
on acquiring, on being 'better' than someone else. Success is measured by
comparing myself with how others are doing. It doesn't have to be so ... the
good of the company (community) is more crucial than the good of the
individual.

 
 
 



If a society is deprived of competition, it is forced to rely either upon altruism,
the unselfish efforts of men and women who work without reward; or upon
compulsion, force employed to make people work without reward. Now the
number of utterly unselfish men and women always is very small - insufficient
to provide the wants of the mass of society. And the use of compulsion to
enforce work and a semblance of industry, thrift, honesty, and ingeniousness is
slavery - incompatlble with a free society and the concept of the dignity of man.
Therefore a society without economic competition either fulls into a dismal
decay, because there are not enough unselfish people to do the world's work;
or else it fulls into slavery, the degradation of human nature and civilisation.

... In essence, it is not competition which is ruthless; rather, it is the lack of
competition that makes a society ruthless; because in a competitive economy
people work voluntarily for decent rewards, while in a non-competitive
economy a few harsh masters employ the stick to get the world's work done
(Beisner 1989b: 177).37

37 Beisner was quoting Russell, and he (Beisner) was also endorsing the biblical validity of expecting rewards
(see Lv 26; Dt 6-8; Pr 2:9-10; Pr 5:1-2; Mt 6:1-4).

 
 
 



not the real good - it's the personal win.' Put in another way, it is not good to try and win

competitvely at all costs, even at the price oflosing at a personal level (Morris 1994:227).39

Any goal of competitive excellence should ultimately be for us just a means to
pursue personal excellence. We benchmark against others in competitive
situations. We push them to push us to become the best that we're capable of
being. But if we're pushing them properly, than they are being pressed to
become the best that they're capable of being ....40

31 See Chapter III, p180.
39 Examples of such personal losses are sportsmen who were penalised after winning a competition for
knowingly taking performance-enhancing drugs. They suffered personal loss not only in terms of having their
victory nullified, but also in terms of losing their integrity of true sportsmanship.
~ Thus, Morris echoes the secular wisdom of Pozzi and Williams who advocate that competition is primarily
for one to push toward achieving one's best without reducing the worth of others. Morris also repeats the view
of Grondona who sees competition as a way of cooperation, implying that we spur one another in competition
in order to bring out one another's best.

 
 
 



Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets the prize?
Run in such a way as to get the prize. Everyone who competes in the games
goes into strict training. They do it to get a crown that will not last; but we do
it to get a crown that will last forever. Therefore I do not run like a man
running aimlessly; I do not run like a man beating the air. No, I beat my body
and make it my slave so that after I have preached to others, I myself will not
be disqualified for the prize (1 Cor 9:24-27, NIV).

.. .

eventually get the prize as the winner, and Paul pushes himself to be that person. However, he
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gracefully. However, there are times when the best thing you can do to yourself is to honestly

and unashamedly admit to God that you have fulled.

Perhaps, one can learn a lesson from what the Lord has told Noah in On 8:21 that after

all the great waters and after almost wiping out all things on earth, the Flood has failed to

cleanse the evil in man's heart. But the Lord also assures that He will never again curse and

destroy as He has done in the Flood. Essentially, what this means is this - something may have

fililed but the situation is not hopeless because of the Lord's grace. Hence, the belief that you

can never full because the Lord wants you to always win is contrary to the gospel. Such a

myth influences one to expect hisIher spiritual life to be always exciting and victorious.

However, the gospel truth teaches one that hisIher spiritual life is ajoumey of ups and downs,

but always with the Lord by one's side. Hence, while popular psychology inspires one to

believe that he/she can never fail because he/she can do all things in Jesus Christ, and his/her

fiillure disgraces the power of the Lord, gospel truth reassures one that he/she can fiW, and yet

be worthy before God because hisIher failure glorifies the truth of God's grace and love.

Khera, Waitley and Robbins are only three of the many who propagate positive

thinking or believing as a halhnark of success-oriented behaviour. Again, such an attitude is

another kind of denial- the denial of reality. In Ec 3: 1-8, one is told to acknowledge that there

are both positive and negative times ofrea1ity. Thus, to pretend that the positive is negative,

and vice versa, can be emotionally and spiritually harmful because such a denial traps people in

a world of illusions and make-beliefs. What one then needs to do is not to deny reality but to

respond to it appropriately, recognising that there is a time for everything in life. Also implied

in this recognition is that making happiness the primary objective in life, as suggested by

Khera, can result in some kind of idolatrous hedonism. In filet, if there is to be any primary

objective in life for man, it must be holiness for Ec 12:13 reminds one to 'fear God and keep
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his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man.' This pursuit for holiness can bring no

happiness as one grieves over wickedness, but it can also make one grateful as he/she

appreciates even more deeply God's unconditional love.

While many have attempted to define success in terms of achievement, especially in the

material sense, some like Pozzi and Williams contend for success with soul/meaning. They

argue that the things that are most meaningful to one should not be merely those that others

are having or chasing. Rather, they should be those that are in line with one's personal values

and purpose. This is a good perspective except for their insistence that success with

soul/meaning has nothing to do with balancing life's many demands. They view balance as

trying to spread everything out evenly without sacrificing anything. This is a rather limited

view since balance can also mean eliminating, not just spreading, that which is tilting the scale.

And for the Christian, such a balancing act of cutting down and cutting out is to be done in

line with God's values and purpose.

Also, Pozzi and Williams place a higher value on people (that is, relationships) than on

possessions. They have rightly concluded that this relationship model of success enables one to

appreciate the need for interdependence rather than competition; for building up others rather

than beating them down.

Commenting on success as excelling in one's performance, Monica Basco is right to

advise that a perfectionistic tendency be modified. But to say that this implies that one should

not be held to a higher standard than anyone else can tempt one into human rationalisation.

For the Christian, God's standard is indeed high (even perfect), and those who want to please

Him are indeed called to commit themselves to a high standard of obedience.

As far as secular economics is concerned, the primary focus has been on the making of

money. George Soros has rightly observed that even the successful ones ironically view

 
 
 



heart - rationalising one's love for money by waxing lyrical about one's concern for man;

41 The debate on whether each day in creation refers literally to a 24-hour day will not be discussed here. It is
suffice to say that each day represents a significant duration of time.

 
 
 



later time; He enjoys the 'goodt present as He works toward the 'very goodt future. He is in

no hurry to complete everything in double quick time. For those success-driven people who

have the tendency to work hard and feel guilty when they rel~ perhaps God is saying to

them: 'A better tomorrow is worth working hard for. But equally important is to slow down

from time to time so as to enjoy and appreciate the present. Life is not a rat race but a

pilgrimts journey. t

But in Singapore todaYt many people scorn this philosophy of life as belonging to the

world of m~ not ~es. As Lee Soo Ann has pointed outt economic power in Singapore

is more in terms of the ability to save than the ability to spend. It is feared that free spending

will tempt people to succumb to the pleasures of materialism. What Lee fails to emphasise is

that this restraint on spending has actually resulted in an irony - people have become more

materialistic in that there is always this fear of not having enough for the future. Hence, God's

sufficiency is no welcomed comfort because many Christians believe that 'God will dump

those who do not help themselves. '

In dealing with the reality of competition, it is heartening to note that people like

Pozzi and Williams believe that competition is for one to reach one's personal best without

reducing the worth of others. Competition is not for personal fulfilment to the exclusion of

others.

Howevert the remarks of Tan, Toh and Koh on how to sustain Singaporets

competitiveness are quite disturbing. For one thing, they argue that Singapore needs to depend

heavily on technology in order to be a worthy competitor on the world stage. As evident in the

computer culturet the latest is never the latest for long; the best is never the best for long. The

key word here is 'upgrade' and it can unwittingly bring about at least two ill effects - enough

is never enough because there is always something better; the desire to move into newer things
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often tempts one to despise the need for depth and permanence in life. This lack of depth and

permanence is not only limited to the things which a person possesses. Even more unfortunate

is that it can extend to one's relationships with people.

A second comment about the Singapore situation is that 'the key competitive strength

of Singapore against the regional countries derived directly or indirectly from the quality of the

people' (see pI97). Along with this is the suggestion that Singapore must identify her

comparative advantage so that she will compete in areas where she can do better than others.

But this only implies that she must move into areas where the competition is only small in

numbers, but stiffin intensity. What this really amounts to is to aim at emerging top of the pile;

at being the best of the best in the field. This is disturbing from a Christian perspective in that

people may be 'devalued' to become mere digits of production, without a sense of being in

God's image.

Many of the secular perspectives that have been highlighted are affirmed in the

Christian response of the dialogue. For example, it is repeatedly stated that success is more

than just the attainment of material blessings; it also embraces the responsibility to live for God

spiritually and morally in the midst of abundance and opportunities. One expression of this

embracement is to regard excellence in terms of growing in agape love as asserted by Jon

Johnston. His call is worth noting as it challenges one to pursue excellence with an other-

centred focus - that is, with the aim of glorifying God and serving others. Indeed, to succeed

in excelling, one not only pushes oneself to reach greater heights, but also to be more gracious

toward others. However, Johnston needs to be qualified in that this graciousness toward

others is not to condescend to them, but to empower them. To condescend to people is really

to act in a way that indicates that one considers oneself as superior to them. This is really a

subtle way of lording over others in the fashion of the world. On the other hand, to empower

 
 
 



42 Robert Schnase calls the mutual show of agape love as the expression of the koinonia spirit among
Christians. This spirit encourages them to complement and depend on one another to become competent
persons.

 
 
 



that this will spare a person unnecessary disappointment and pain since helshe will not be hurt

by an unfulfilled desire if helshe has not made its :fulfihnent as his/her goal in the first place.

But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ. What
is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider
them rubbish .... (Phlp 3:7-8, NIV).
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In turning from a persecutor of the church to an apostle of the church, Paul had to turn

his back on many 'profitable' things. These would probably include a promising career as a

well-respected rabbi and its accompanying material rewards. In Paul's own words, he did

indeed suffer loss when he chose to serve Christ. Such a loss could be regarded as a sacrifice

in the sense that he had to forego some earthly profit in order to follow his choice. But such a

loss or sacrifice is no pain at all for Paul. In fact, he considered it a relief because he likened

what he had lost as unwanted rubbish. Thus, what is needed is not to deny the reality ofloss or

sacrifice, but to affirm that the loss of unnecessary baggages is a relief as it helps one to travel

better as a pilgrim in Christ.

Lastly, Christopher Wright comments that the Jubilee principle ensures that everyone

does not need to have the same measure, but enough to be economically viable. This is worth

noting. It is especially relevant in reminding people that there is no need to compare and keep

up with others economically. In fact, God's concern for them is much more than in economic

terms. Though economic health is important to the dignity of human lives, people are to

ultimately find their worth not in economic power, but in God's redemptive grace.

The dialogue will now continue, using another challenge in Singaporean society as a

talking point.

4.2 The Challenge to Family Stability

The small population of Singapore necessitates the need for men and women to be in

the labour force for as long as poSSIblein order to sustain economic growth. With the costs of

living ever rising, coupled with better education and skills, it makes good economic sense for

both spouses to work. After all, there are good services and facilities available to assist parents

in the care of their children. And economic power is commonly regarded as the key to the

 
 
 



Where Singaporeans place their priorities is their personal decision. But I
would like to urge them to sit back periodically and think about what they are
doing. My concern is that the balance between work and fiunily is tilting away
from the fiunily. Ajudicious balance needs to be found.43

43 The Sunday Times 28 May 2000. Tilt balance towards the filmily, says PM, pl.
44 This is only one of many pro-fiunily measures proposed by the government-commissioned Working
Committee on Marriage and Procreation. The task of this committee is to encourage married couples to have
more children in view of the falling birth rate in the country. This new leave scheme for married men serves to
enhance the 'Government's drive to bring about a pro-filmily environment, which includes a Baby Bonus and
paid maternity leave for third-time mothers' (The Straits Times 28 August 2000. Three days' paternity leave
for civil servants, pI).
45 The Straits Times 30 September 2000. Boost for filmily-fiiendly work practices, p3.

 
 
 



My wife and I belong to a different generation. We regard marriage as a
lifelong commitment, crucial for the stability of the family.

The present generation of two-income families emphasises individual fulfilment
more than fiunily stability.

My work was important. My fiunily was the nest I went back to for rest and
restoration. When my children were young, every year we would go together
on holiday for two weeks. In the days before the Internet and when long-
distance telephone calls were expensive, vacations meant a cut-off from work.

In between, we spent long weekends at Changi. The familY met every day, at
lunch or dinner. When I went on political mass activities, like political picnics,
my wife and children would come with me. When I went touring the
constituencies, my son, Loong, followed me when he was free. In this way, we
kept in touch. They knew what I was doing and shared a part ofit.46

that Singapore has arrived, and it is okay for workers to switch to a less intense pace. ,47

46 The Straits Times 30 September 2000. On Mee Siam. Marriage And Missed Medals, p71.
47 The Straits Times 29 August 2000. Flexi-hours, marriage leave for civil servants, pl.

 
 
 



The Government should stop telling people that a shorter work-week might
send the wrong signal that we are relaxing. The signal sent is: Family life does
not matter as much as economic growth. 48

Women are being told to be superhuman. Get educated, get ajob, get married,
raise a fiunily and get your children educated and excel at all of it. No
compromises. Be the best that we can be.

Singaporeans have been told to live by a set of values that have become as
practically impossible to live by as The Ten Commandments.49

- When you expect the other person to act/react as you would, frustration
creeps in when that person does not. When you assume that this person should
think and feel like you, it is very difficult to care and understand if he/she does

41 The Straits Times 23 September 2000. The Great Baby Debate: Too loud, too little, too latc? p83.
4'Her comment appeared in the same newspaper report mentioned above.

 
 
 



not. Instead, you may end up not only frustrated, but also judgmental toward
that person.

- When you treat the other person as you would want to be treated, you may
offend rather than please. What is good for you may not necessarily be so for
the other party.

- When you evaluate the other person by your yardstick, you often end up
misinterpreting and overlooking the real needs of the other person. In turn, that
person finds it hard to appreciate and trust you.

 
 
 



TABLE 11: GenderDifferencesinReactions to Stress Gra 1993:178-213
Male Female

1. Withdraws: The man becomes preoccupied 1. Becomes overwhelmed: The woman feels
and distant. He can be here in body but not in pulled in many directions. The man may feel
spirit. helplesslbeing blamed, but the woman only

wants him to listen.
2. Overreacts: The woman becomes
emotional. She wants the man to empathise
without trying to fix her or defend himsel£
She needs to share outside of herself .

2. Grumbles:The man finds it diflicuh to shift
his focus to other things/people when he is
stressed. Hence, when the woman tries to
redirect his attentio~ he grumbles. The man
wants to hide in his 'cave' d . this time.
3. Shuts down: The man becomes unfeeling
and cold. He is signallingthat he needs space,
but the woman may take it as rejection. While
woman shuts down to give up, man does so
to focus.

3. Becomes exhausted: The woman feels
helpless and wants to give up. She needs to
be reassured that she is not alone. The man
will do well to listen and relieve her of some

nsibilitiesfor the time be· .

No single study can hope to provide a definitive answer to the question of
gender similarities and differences in cognition. Instead, there is a need to
surveyand review existingstudiesin order to gain a sense of prevailingtrends.

 
 
 



... there is no evidence that only women and few men experience emotions;
instead it should be stressed that there are many similarities in the reported
emotions of men and women. However, there are also differences which seem
to derive from the filet that women more often report emotions that imply
powerlessness, vulnerability or the encouragement of social cohesion. This
difference may be explained by the fact that because of the different roles into
which men and women are socialised, and the different statures which they
have ....

S1 This is based on a Washington Post article carried in: The Straits limes (Life! Section) 18 October 1999.
Honey, I need money to buy shoes, p5.

 
 
 



- There are no lasting psychological scars in children whose mothers work
outside the home.

- In fact, these children may even be helped by the extra income.

- What is important to the children psychologically is the quality of family life,
and mental stability and maturity of both parents.

Overall, Ms Harvey found that children, whose mothers worked during the first
three years after giving birth, were not significantly different from those with
unemployed mothers.

Though she found that three- and four-year-olds whose mothers stayed at
home longer after birth were slightly more compliant, the differences were
slight and disappeared when the children hit age five and six.·

Children whose mothers worked more hours scored slightly lower on academic
achievement.

But the differences disappeared by the time the children turned seven.52

The majority of single women I spoke to had not rejected marriage or
childrearing but merely traditional construction of gendered roles within the
fiunily. They wanted husbands who shared a similar outlook on life, were not
afraid of their wives' success and independence, and were committed to
equality within the home, but were finding these hard to attain or realise. In the

52 This Washington Post report was reproduced in: The Straits Times 3 March 1999. Children of working
mums suffer no long-term scars, pI3.

 
 
 



mean time, singlehood was for them a compromised position. Their financial
independence provided them with the opportunity to remain committed to the
promise of equality. Yet, for many, independence was bitter-sweet.

- More than a third of the boys interviewed indicated that their futhers were too
strict, negligent or cold toward them.

- Only a third of the older boys indicated that they would ever go to their
futhers for advice. For the younger boys, about half indicated that they would
do so.

- All the boys indicated that they would turn first to their friends for advice
when they encountered problems.

We need to give mothers a break and save them from the unfuir accusations of
in-laws and futhers when children stray from the straight and narrow.

Fathers need to listen to what their children are telling them and not just lecture
them or put them down.

Their first step begins with admitting to their own shortcomings as futhers.53

Traditionally, the father has been the breadwinner and the distant disciplinarian
while the mother was the nurturer and homemaker.

 
 
 



Currently, for Singaporean men, I feel they want to be better filthers and
husbands, but filee constraints due to work and time.

Organisations don't always understand that, just like their female employees,
men have families to go home to as well.54

Commenting on the American scene, David Blankenhorn sees the rise in popularity of

the New Father image today.551bis is also known as the androgynous filther, and it presents

Paternal attachment to breadwinning is neither arbitrary nor anachronistic.
Historically and currently, the breadwinner role matches quite well with core
aspects of masculine identity ... the provider role permits men to serve their
families through competition with other men. In this sense, the ideal of paternal
breadwinning encultures male aggression by directing it toward a pro social
purpose.

The New Father model does not merely unburden men of breadwinning as a
special obligation. Ultimately, it unburdens them of filtherhood itself. For, as
the example of breadwinning demonstrates, the essence of the New Father

54 The Straits Times 29 August 2000. More men involved in kids' upbringing, p43.
55 Blankenhorn is founder and president of the Institute for American Values which is devoted to the
publication, research and public education on fiunily issues.
56 Blankenhorn calls this the DeadbeatFather image.

 
 
 



model is a repudiation of general social roles. But futherhood, by definition, is a
gendered social role. To ungender fatherhood - to deny males any gender-
based role in family life - is to deny fatherhood as a social activity. What
remains may be New. But there is no more Father.

was an attempt to explain how the male identity was developed.s7 Freud theorised that 'the

57 In Greek legend. Oedipus murdered his father, married his mother and had children by her. The son was in
competition with his father for the love of his own mother.

 
 
 



image has become contemporarily popular, Nuala Quiery (1998:136) says:58

... Recent work in the theory and research of gender identity concludes that it is
the psychologically androgynous individual who enjoys the greatest well-being
in our culture. In this view, female and male psychological characteristics are
no longer the two poles of one continuum, but rather are attributes and aspects
of identity which can and do coexist within an individual ....

Without trying to make a case for androgYnous fatherhood, Ken Canfield argues that

what is needed today is really involved fatherhood. 59He (Canfield 1999:88) stresses the non-

A father's involvement with his children is unique. We could, of course, also
compare a list of the benefits of mother involvement. But we would be
mistaken if we believed those lists of benefits would be the same. Even if you
could arrange for your wife to be with your children 168 hours a week, even if
you could afford to hire a couple of private teachers and coaches and
clergymen, and even if you were allowed to lavish your children with the best
educational tools and self-esteem strategies ... A father's role in the lives ofhis
children is unique; a mother cannot do what he does.

sa Quiery is a practising psychologist in Belfast.
S9 Canfield is the founder and president of the American National Centre for Fathering.

 
 
 



recognition, achievement and identity' (Canfield 1999:97).

In spite of the less than friendly attitude toward the family in the workplace, Canfield

- Engage the child by doing things or playing together. Through these
activitie~ the father can nurture even by touch.

- Give access to the child by being available or near even if not immediately
together. This ensures that the communication line is open. The father can
nurture by words of affirmation and attentive listening.60

- Accept responsibilities by meeting the needs of the child. In fact, there may be
a time when the need of the child is to be disciplined and the responsibility of
the father is to nurture by meting out discipline.61

60 Since words are powerful, it is especially important for fathers with high expectations to sincerely affirm
their children even when they have not su<X:eeded(Canfield 1999: 136).
61 It seems that a child is most receptive to nurturing after being disciplined. This is when the father takes time
to talk through things with the child. It is a time when the 'child will learn to respect guidelines; regard
discipline as correction, not punishment; recognise your devotion to him' (Canfield 1999: 141).

 
 
 



... You're actually just being careful, but your daughter thinks you don't care,
or that something's wrong with her. She's trying to figure out men, and you're
her closest and best example of one ... As her father, you act as a kind of first
boyfriend, and you play a large role in showing her what a proper, respectful
response sounds and feels like. If you fail to affirm your daughter's femininity
by showing her physical and verbal affection, she may very likely discover it on
her own, in unhealthy relationships with the men in her life.

... By raising our children to simply be obedient, we fail to give them the
winning edge they need to compete and succeed in the world today.

Success in life doesn't come from following rules; it comes from thinking for
oneself and following one's heart and inner will. This natural ability is first
nurtured by strengthening the child's willingness to cooperate ... When children
get the message that it is okay to resist, but remember mom and dad are the
bosses, they have the opportunity to keep their mind and heart open and
nurture the ability to know their own will and wish in life.

Gray believes that many parents· fall into the trap of giving too many choices to their

 
 
 



62 In filet, Gray (1999:153) even suggeststhat the best response to the child's challenge as to why he/she has to
obey a cmunand is to say: 'Because I am the parent, that's why.' This is to be said without explaining or

 
 
 



than natural development.63 The advent of the technological age attests to this claim. For

Christians commonly fall into the trap of assuming that the particular family
form existing in their culture is God's deal. They read their own cuhural
standards into Scripture and accept all biblical accounts of family life as if they
were normative. But some of the accounts of how the family was organised
during biblical times were never intended to dictate how it should be organised
in all cuhures at all times.

getting upset. Gray further suggests that the child be given 'time outs' ifhelshe has resisted a command three
times. 'Giving time outs replaces the need to punish or spank children' (Gray 1999:166).
63 The Balswicks are professors in family studies at Fuller Theological Seminary in California, USA.

 
 
 



- Covenant: going back to the times of Noah and A~ God's covenants
with them were based on His commitments regardless of their acceptance or
rejection. However, the potential benefitslblessings were conditional in that
they had to fuJfil their due responsibilities. Thus, God desired that His
unconditional commitment (unilateral covenant) was to be reciprocated by
man. In the same way, spousal relationship is covenantal in that it starts with a
person's unconditional commitment to the other party. In the case of parent-
child relationship, it is to mature from the unconditional commitment of the
parent to the reciprocal commitment of the child.

- Grace: family relationships with covenant as a basis will lead to grace and
forgiveness. This in turn will lead to the exercise of love, responsibility and
consideration toward one another. 'Although the covenant of grace rules out
law as a basis for family relationships, family members living in grace will
accept law in the form of patterns, order, and responsibility in relationships.'
Thus, male headship and female submission in the family become the
outworking of grace, not of law, between the spouses.

- Empowering: spouses empower by encouraging each other to use their
strengths and develop their potential. This allows the empowered to grow by
doing rather than by depending. In a parent-child relationship, the parental
authority lies not so much in the external control over the child, but in the
internal control (discipline of self-control) which the parent bas nurtured into
the child's personhood.

- Intimacy: God demonstrates the desire for intimacy by knowing a person and
wanting to be known by that person. After the Fall, Adam and Eve experienced
shame. They were afraid of being known intimately, and thus, they covered and
hid. This then points to the key in establishing intimacy - the need to
communicate freely and openly. Indeed, the marks of spousal intimacy are
honest sharing without the fear of rejection, and forgiving and being forgiven.
All these again point back to the covenantal concept of unconditional love and
commitment.

 
 
 



- Commit: in the book of Hosea, one sees God's commitment to Israel as He
endure~ renews, forgives and restores the nation of her faithlessness and
unfaithfulness. In the same way, marriage partners are to commit themselves -
not only to the institution, but more importantly, to the relationship and to each
other.

- Adapt: segregation of spousal roles only came about when the Industrial
Revolution sent the men from their home farms to the city fuctories for work.
Before that, both spouses worked on the funn and shared in parenting their
children. Segregation of roles was the result of the urbanisation of families.
Wrth the emergence of the urban fiunily, home life and work life became
divided with the man working outside the home and the woman inside it. While
segregation tends to label tasks as either male or female, differentiation allows
room for interchange in that 'husbands and wives agree to serve one another by
taking on assigned tasks which contribute to the maintenance of the
household' Adaptability is the quality of allowing spousal roles to be
differentiated rather than to be segregated, and basing it on scriptural teachings
about order, harmony, consideration and love.

- Commitment to one another: this imparts a sense of connectedness, priority
and endurance in the relationship.

- Adequate time together: this is for the purpose of meeting needs, working
together and enjoying recreation. It recognises that there is no quality time
without quantity time.

- Effective communication and conflict management: this stresses the need to
solve problems confidently rather than to avoid them.

- Sufficient appreciation and encouragement: this acknowledges the good and
delight in one another.

- Agreement on family roles and responsibilities: this calls for mutual support
in order to help one another fulfil the assigned tasks.

- Shared spiritual life: this adds a spiritual purpose and meaning to the total
family life.

 
 
 



- Community involvement: this can take the form of voluntarism whereby
family members come together to contnbute to the well-being of the larger
world.

- Positive family identity: this is the building of a heritage of family rituals and
experiences that tell the life story of the family.

- Ability to cope: this is the challenge to help one another in times of crises and
developmental changes so that family resilience can be fostered.

 
 
 



there are gender differences in their psychological being.64 Husbands and wives must consider

- To be cherished: a woman likes to hear from the man that she holds a prime
position in his life; that she is remembered fondly by him. Hence, words like 'I
love you' mean much to her though the man may already be tired of verbalising
them.

- To be known: a woman wishes to be listened to and have her feelings
validated by the man. What she really wants is to be accepted by the man, not
to be advised or fixed by him.

- To be respected: a woman wants the man to take her views seriously. She
wants him to seek her opinions and to let her be a part of the decision-making
process. Also, she wants the man to be supportive of her dreams and
aspirations in life.

- To be admired: the male ego makes a man desire not flattery, but sincere
praise and appreciation from his wife.

- To be autonomous: this is the man's preference for space in order to be
focused, especially during times of stress. He needs time to be alone so as to
regroup himself. This may make him look cold and distant to his wife.

- To have shared activity: instead of talking about things, man prefers doing
things with others, especially in some recreational or fun activities. For
example, playing a tennis game with someone is already a great time for the
man even ifhardly anything is talked about.

64 Les and Leslie Parrott are co-directors of the Centre for Relationship Development at the Seattle Pacific
University (SPU). USA. Les is also a professor in clinical pyschology at SPU while Leslie is a marriage fiunily
therapist at the same institution.

 
 
 



... we have some fundamental physiological and neural differences that are
present at birth and predispose us toward certain behaviours dependent on
gender. We should not conclude automatically that because men and women
may have different gifts, traditional roles are the only way they may be
expressed. Yet it seems very significant that these different gifts correspond
very well to the different roles given to men and women in Scripture ....

Our culture has changed, and the demands for traditional roles may have
varied, yet our basic, God-given physiological differences have not. We excel at
different gifts, and all the gifts are needed. Let us hope that, by recognising the
existence of gender differences, we can better understand each other and help
to maximise each other's potentials. Likewise, by accepting our God-given
gifts, we can resist cultural pressures to become what we are not and to seek to
master gifts we don't posseSS.65

relationship as an attempt to achieve mutuality or equal regard.66 In fact, he (Browning et al

in Jesus' time, Don Browning points out that the Jewish family then was like a patriarchal

clan. 67 Hence, the man bad great control and powers over r~lations, freedmen and slaves in the

65 Johnson, Gregg 1991. The Biological Basis for Gender-Specific Behaviour, in Piper, John & Grudem,
Wayne (00), Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, 280-293. Wheaton: Crossway Books.
66 Don Browning is professor of religion and psychological studies at the Divinity School, University of
Chicago.
67 Family isfamilia in Latin, oikos in Greek and mispaha in Hebrew.

 
 
 



- Before v 25, Paul has already called family members to 'be subject to one
another out of reverence for Christ' in v 21. This is an equality expressed
through mutual submission. On the other hand, Aristotelian thinking only
advocates 'proportional friendship,' not full equality. The greater person - that
is, the patriarchal male - should be 'more equal' than the rest in the family.
Hence, it is never in Aristotelian thinking that husband and wife should submit

 
 
 



to each other on equal terms. Rather, this 'proportional submission' is to be on
the husband's terms.

- To 'be subject' (hypotassomal) in v 21 impliesthat husband and wife are to
regard each other as capable of leading. Hence, there will be times when it is
necessary and fitting for the wife to take the leading role. On the other band,
Aristotle confers this right to rule or lead only to the husband.

- When husband and wife submit to one another out of reverence for Christ (v
21), Paul implies that both spouses have trust in each other's leadership
because each leads in the spirit of Christ's love. Again, this does not
correspond with Aristotelian thinking which views man as having better
rational capacity than.woman, and thus, should be given the responsibilityto
lead.

 
 
 



 
 
 



essentia1.69 And how best for man and woman to participate in the domestic arena 'depends

69 Mary S Van Leeuwen is professor of psychology and philosophy at Eastern College, USA.
70 See Chapter ill, p182.
71 See Chapter III, p 183.

 
 
 



- helping family find its place in time and history

- sharing life with family.72

n Stoneberg says that these correspond to five anthropological dimensions of futherhood: provision,
caretaking, protection, endowment and formation.

 
 
 



private sector, many companies have few family-friendly benefits.,73

differences.7SAnd the differences in the way they think and respond are just expressions with

73 The Straits Times 25 October 2000. Only a few firms here are family-friendly, p54.
74 The Straits Times (Home Section) 13 November 2000. Household chores factor in marital bliss, pH2.
75 Clincal psychologist, Les Parrott III (parrott & Parrott 1995:92), has pointed out that biological differences
do bring about psychological differences. He gives the example that unlike men biologically, women have
larger connections between the two hemispheres of their brain. This gives women an edge in verbal ability over
men. On the other hand, men's greater brain hemisphere separation makes them better in abstract reasoning.
Translated into psychological responses, women tend to connect and talk about their problems, and men tend

 
 
 



to isolate and reason out things. Hence, these psychological tendencies are not due to socialisation filctors, but
to biological differences between men and women. If biological differences are real and created by God, it
follows that psychological differences are also real and created by Him.

 
 
 



16 'This insight was shared by the Rev Michael Shen, Principal of Singapore Bible College, in his sermon at the
Evangel Baptist Church on 5 November 2000.

 
 
 



that is, child nurturing and housework do not necessarily make a man less masculine; earning

big money and holding a high-position job do not necessarily make a woman less feminine.77

71Hall, Terese A FallIl997. Gender Differences: Implications for Spiritual Formation and CommWlity Life.
Journal of Psychology and Christianity 16, 222-232.
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'For Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived; it was the

woman who was deceived and became a sinner.' This passage has often been used to

emphasise man's authority over woman. But what is often overlooked is the emphasis on

man's accountability before God in this passage. In saying that Adam was formed first, Paul is

here indicating that the first person answerable to God was Adam, not Eve. And in saying that

Adam was not the one deceived, Paul is here indicating that Adam was deh"berate. Unlike Eve

who was a deceived sinner, Adam was a deh"berate sinner, and that made him more

accountable before God.

Thus, man is not to be so focused on his authority that he forgets about his

accountability. While authority may make him adamant on law and power in the family,

accountability will make him adaptable to the outworking of grace and empowerment for the

good of the woman. Gary Collins puts it aptly when he says that intimacy comes about when a

spouse - in particular, the man - allows the partner to extend his/her potential without feeling

threatened by him/her.

Don Browning calls this an attempt to achieve mutuality or equal regard. It is to

uphold the other's interest in order to uphold one's own interest. Such a basis of mutuality

grants a sense of hope and purpose in any relationship building. In the case of a marital

relationship, it cballenges the spouses to persevere in ironing out their problems even if no

immediate progress is in sight.

In his argument for equal regard, Browning suggests that love for the other and love

for self are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In fuet, it does seem that there is biblical

support to show that self-sacrifice and self-love can go hand-in-hand. Jesus' own death on the

Cross has the intention of drawing others to believe in Him. Without this intention to be

believed by others - this self-love - His death would be a meaningless self-sacrifice. Of course,
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not all will believe in Him, and this is the risk inherent in any attempt toward equal regard in a

relationship.

Also, the Bible does not teach that we should love others but hate ourselves. Rather,

we are to love others as we love ourselves (see Lv 19:18 and Mk 12:31). Again, love for

others and love for self are not viewed as mutually exclusive.

When applied to a married couple, the man then is to love and respect his wife by

seeking to achieve equal regard in their relationship. This implies that he works at empowering

her to extend her potential, at sharing rather than segregating fiunily tasks, and at reaching

mutually agreeable decisions as much as posSlble. This basis of mutuality or equal regard is

good not only for the woman, but also for the man. It enables him to exercise his God-given

authority and accountability without undermining the worth of his partner as one equal to him

in creation and redemption.

Attention is now turned to the issue of family responsibilities, especially that of child

nurturing. One finding in the recent University of Missouri-St Louis study is particularly

relevant to Singapore. It is the conclusion that children are not too concerned about gender in

that a stay-at-home father is still very much a father. This is relevant to Singapore because

women in this nation are generally well educated with good earning power. In :fact, the

government had not too long ago urged these women to be open to marry downward - that is,

to be open to marry men with lower education, and by implication, lower earning power.

Though women who are married downward may not be in the majority in Singapore today,

what is increasingly evident is that many are married on par - that is, many women are equal to

their husbands in terms of education and earning power.

Also worth noting is the study by Elisabeth Harvey of the University of Massachusetts.

Her findings include the conclusion that what is crucial to children is not whether their

 
 
 



It is no more just the concern of :tathers alone who used to be the main
providers of families.

Singapore women do contribute substantially to our economy, considering that
the share of women in the labour force was 42 per cent last year. Now, more
than ever, women are required to be in partnership with men to bring the
economy to new heights.

This partnership should embrace a wider field ... like parenting, household
chores, economic contnbutions and so on (Lily Neo, Elected Member of
Parliament).

I think we must not be patriarchal. Even if most Singaporeans still believe that
the woman must be the primary caregiver to the family, we must be flexible
enough to give men the option.

A few men may want to become house-husbands and the primary caregiver to
the children ... Even if the norm is otherwise, our system must be fleXIble
enough to allow for this (Simon Tay, Nominated Member of Parliament).

 
 
 



child at home. But technology has made this division unnecessary because the most valued

work outside the home today demands not the functioning of muscles, but of the mind. 79

79 The Balswicks also add that the culture which emphasises that man works outside the home is responsible
fur the generally domineering character in man because he has to brave the challenges in the outside world. On
the other hand, this same culture makes the stay-at-home woman generally tender because of the need for
fiunily warmth and comfort.
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the means of livelihood. This explains why in On 3:17-19, God makes the physically stronger

Adam to toil the ground.

In fact, if cooking is the traditional task of a woman, then it can be argued that she is

also a provider at home - while the man provides the means to buy food, she provides by

laying cooked food on the table. Using the example of cooking again, if it is the domain of

women only, then it seems strange that the top chefs in the world are men, not women. In fact,

these top male cooks receive much adulation rather than ridicule. Why? The reason lies very

much in the dictates of culture. When cooking is work done outside the home, today's culture

respects it as a culinary skill. Hence, the man who excels in it is hailed because he is seen to

have attained a certain achievement or status. One the other hand, if a man cooks well at

home, cultural opinions may ridicule him as being domesticated.

By the same reasoning, the dictates of culture tend to respect the man who provides by

working more outside the home, and ridicule the man who provides by working more at home.

But the biblical portrait of man's headship implies that he is to be the primary provider, not the

sole provider, and as the 'point person' in the family, his provision extends beyond the material

to include leadership and security. For example, in Pr 1:18, the son is exhorted to listen to his

father's instruction and to keep his mother's teaching. Both the man and woman are named as

providers of nurturance for the child though the man is mentioned first so as to stress his

position as head of the fiunily.

While it is important not to allow today's culture to erode biblical foundations, it is

also equally important not to turn description of family life in Bible times into biblical

prescription for family life. Three Christian scholars alert us to socio-cultural influences on

family life in Bible times.

 
 
 



S Scott Bartchy (1998:284) on fiunilies in Greco-Roman culture:80

Both Greek and Roman philosophers and rhetoricians nurtured a sharp
distinction between the private sphere of the household and the public sphere of
the city. All males and most females in these cultures regarded the public realm
as superior to the household and linked public life with civilisation, freedom,
mobility, and acquired honour ....

The male householder, then, functioned both as the representative of his
domusloikos in the eyes of his fellow citizens and as the agent of his
household's subordination to the loftier goals of the city. In these roles, men
were to demonstrate self-mastery, wisdom, and courage. In contrast, women,
with inferior household business as their domain, were to demonstrate
obedience, chastity, and silence ....

... early Christianity witnesses to the many forms that family can take. While
our popular image is the nuclear family, the ancient Christian family more often
included a much larger group of people. 'Family' normally meant not the
nuclear blood family, though they may have lived together as a unit, but the
extended intergenerational network of relationships, as well as all those who
shared one roof, whether related by blood or legal ties, as in the case of slaves,
freedmen, and freedwomen ....

Thus early Cbritianity shows us the many ways in which family was understood
and lived. It teaches that the forms and concepts often considered essential by
one age are really historically relative and that the family will continue to
evolve into new forms as our awareness of human needs and abilities develops.

80 Bartchy is Director of Centre for the Study of Religion, and AdjWlct Professor of Christian Origins and
History of Religions at University of California in Los Angeles.
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nurturing is concerned. Ozawa is probably right as this best reflects traditional Asian

fatherhood whereby the father deliberately remains distant and aloof in order to uphold his

image as the family head. Hence, the Singaporean father is more likely to dictate choices rather

than to allow the child make choices. One result is that the child will tend to be more

dependent rather than independent in personality. Another possibility is that the child may feel

so stifled or misunderstood that he/she rebels in protest.

Thus, John Gray's fear that parents will have their authority undermined if they give

too many choices to their children may not be true for fathers in Singapore. But his suggestion

that fathers draw out clear boundaries for their children and take time to listen to them is

indeed helpful advice. The Christian man in Singapore needs to acknowledge the importance

of active fatherhood - that is, his influence and input are just as needed at home as they are

needed in his workplace.

On this note, a third challenge in Singaporean society will now be discussed as the :final

segment of this dialogue in the present chapter.

4.3 The Challenge to Masculine Enterprise

Singapore is thriving today because her leaders put their hearts together to fight the

early difficulties of nation building. This experience points to one important lesson about being

enterprising, especially for the man - the world does not owe one a living; he is to be the

master of his own destiny. The challenge then is for him to be pragmatically ambitious by

being steely in his determination, and nimble in his navigation through circumstances so that he

changes as he finds the world in order to realise the goals ofhis own conviction.

4.3.1 Some secular views on man and his work. The focus here will be on the

Singapore scene. Perhaps, one good way to discuss the changing scenario that man

 
 
 



Anamah Tan, lawyer and President of Singapore Council of Women's Organisations:81

In what I've seen over the last 30 years, the role of women has certainly
become more complex. In my grandmother's or even my mother's day, when a
young girl grew up, she was taught how to cook, clean, sew and look after the
home. She then got married and had children - that was her life.

WIth the advent of education and industrialisation, women went into factories,
professions and business. That's when the complexity of the role slowly creeps
in.

She becomes the supplementary breadwinner, earns money and spends more
time outside the home. That complexity is continuing even more. Except that
now, women are more entrepreneurial and many are starting up their own
companies.

To say that we've evolved stops short of what's truly happening out there. I
think the word 'revolution' would be more apt.

of Singapore:82

For all women, I wish for increased access to education and progressively
higher levels of education, to give them greater self-confidence and
independence.

With education, women will be better able to manage their finances and health,
and to assume more important positions in the international economy. I also
hope women will come to exert increasing influence on management norms and
practices.

I hope employers will consider how they can become more fiunily-friendly.
How can they improve job design and work practices to allow both men and
women to effectively balance work and fumily?

As we embark on a new century, let us leave our old gender stereotypes behind
and try to appreciate each person for what he or she is.

Noor Quek, banker and Co-Founder of Singapore Breast Cancer Foundation:83

81 The Straits Times (Recruit Section) 9 March 2000. Women of substance, p40.
B2 The Straits Times (Recruit Section) 10 March 2000. Millennium women, p53.
83 The Straits Times (Recruit Section) 10 March 2000. The 21st century woman, pS4.

 
 
 



Women do play very important roles, particularly at home, as a wife and
mother. If things are not right at home, the man will not be able to perform at
wor~ and the children don't grow up properly.

I'm not saying that the woman has to stay home. If she can run the home as a
stabilised unit and still have a successful career, by all means.

I am a firm believer that a woman's first priority is still to the family. But
somewhere down the line, these gender issues have got mixed up. That has
happened because we're trying to compare ourselves with men, trying to think
that we can take on men's roles. We can never and vice versa.

We should try to complement each other, not compete. My advice: Stop trying
to be the opposite sex. Be yourself. Build up and nurture those strengths given
to you by nature.

first woman to hold the appointment:84

It is a misconception ~t all combat officers have to always run around.
The job of an artillery officer involves calculations, to come up with firing data.
We also have to apply tactics and analysis of battle situations.

My greatest challenge is man management, or how to handle your people. Only
then can other things :fiill into place.

You have to get the respect of not only your commanders and peers, but also
your subordinates as well.

When women first started as combat officers, there were some reservations, as
male officers did not know how we will perform.

But, after having worked together with them, we are now accepted as their
equals.

 
 
 



convictions or ambitions is reflected in his own personal style of working in his political life.

This call can be heard in his own words in the following quotes.8S

... Our best women were not reproducing themselves because men who were
their educational equals did not want to marry them ....

This lopsided marriage and procreation pattern could not be allowed to remain
unmentioned and unchecked. I decided to shock the young men out of their
stupid, old-fashioned, and damaging prejudices.

I urged them to marry their educational equals, and encouraged educated
women to have two or more children. Graduate women were upset that I had
spotlighted their plight. Non-graduate women and their parents were angry
with me for dissuading graduate men from marrying them. I was attacked in a
flood of comments and letters to the press for being an elitist because I believed
intelligence was inherited and not the result of education, food, and training.

The open discussion made some difference. [But] it would take many years to
reverse the trend. By 1997, 63 % of graduate men married fellow graduates, as
against 38 % in 1982. Also, more graduate women were marrying non-
graduates rather than remaining single. It is difIicuh to override a deep-rooted
cultural bias.

A new phenomenon is the increasing number of Caucasian men marrying our
women, especially the tertiary-educated. Singapore graduate men were fearful
of marrying them but the Caucasian graduates were not. Many of these women
were forced to emigrate by our rules that allowed a Singapore male citizen to
bring in a foreign bride, but not the other way round. We gave that pennission
only if the foreign husband had regular employment. We changed this policy in
January 1999: This will add to the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Singapore.
Furthermore, quite a number of our men who were educated abroad have
married Caucasian, Japanese, and other Asian girls they met at university. Their

 
 
 



children are invaluable additions to our talent pool. We have to change our
attitudes and take advantage of what was once considered foreign and not
assimilable talent.

But while I spearheaded the early drive for computerisation and payments by
electronic transfer, I did not myself use a PC although they had become
common. When they (sic) younger ministers e-mailed each other in the mid-
1990s, I had my e-mail printed out and responded by fax.

Left 'out of the loop,' I decided at the age of 72 to take instructions. For the
graying generation, it was not easy. It was many months before I could work
my MS Word and e-mail without help every now and again from my secretaries
... Now I would not travel without my laptop to access my e-mail.

I decided in 1997 to break the old mould [of inward-looking domestic banks].
Singapore banks needed an infusion of foreign talent and a different mindset. If
these three big banks would not move, then the DBS Bank, in which the
government had a stake, should set the pace .

... Now I believed the time had come for the tough international players to
force our Big Four to upgrade their services or lose market share. There was a
real risk that they may not be able to compete, in which case we may end up
with no Singapore-owned and managed banks to depend on in a financial crisis.

... Major financial centres such as New York and London concentrated on
protecting not the different market players or the individual investors, but the
system itself.

As I did not want to revamp the MAS myself: early in 1997, with the prime
minister's permission, I involved Loong in the work. He began meeting bankers
and fund managers and mastered the workings of our financial sector. On
January 1, 1998, when the prime minister appointed him chairman of the MAS,
he was ready to move. 86

 
 
 



as threat power.87 It is to get what is desired by controlling or even coercing others in some

and at home.88 Work itselfis more important than income to a man because the latter can only

rehearse and hear what you will say in order to make yourself look good and your colleague

look bad.89

way of ensuring results, goals, efficiency and competitiveness in his work.9O

87 Steve Smith is professor of philosophy at Claremont McKenna College, USA.
88 Robert Weiss is research professor at the University of Massachusetts where he specialises in work and
fiunily research.
19 Chapter n, p95.
90 Chapter II, p97.

 
 
 



... I was able to help the prime minister justify this change and rebut the
arguments that ministers were more than adequately compensated by the
honour of high office and the power they wielded, and that public service
should entail sacrifice of income. I believed this high-minded approach was
unrealistic and the surest way to make ministers serve only briefly, whereas
continuity in office and the experience thus gained have been a great advantage
and strength in the Singapore government. Our ministers have provided the

 
 
 



experience and judgement the government has shown in its decisions, the result
of their ability to think and plan long-term.

- Drivenness: this is especially harmful if it pushes the man toward unrealistic
goals. The failure to achieve them will lead to great personal unhappiness,
risking mental and family health.

- Unsettling lifestyle: ambitions can distress a man when he is always wanting
more recognition. Hence, he is seldom happy at one place for long, and is
always looking for 'greener pastures.'

- Uncooperative attitude: ambitions can isolate a man from others when he
views them as rivals rather than as partners.

 
 
 



In pride's grasp, we lose the Christian sense of empathy and compassion
because we are too focused on our own needs to pay attention to what goes on
inside someone else. When I am consumed with myself, our mutuality is
undermined, for I find joy only in my accomplishmentand not yours, my work
and not yours. Pride pushes away any suggestion that the work is ours
together.

Pride corrupts our ambitions by steering us toward activities that serve
ourselves. All actions are evaluated by their effect, positive or negative, on
ourselves, rather than on promoting God's will. Therefore, it points us toward
the wrong things - position for sake of being above others, salary for sake of
makingmore than others. It feeds that temporary sense of euphoria that comes
with outdoing, outranking, outperformingsomeoneelse ....

When James and John decided to move closer to Jesus, it was a commendable
and inspired ambition.But when they desired to sit closest to Jesus, their focus
changed. Rather than looking to Jesus, they glanced furtively over their
shoulders at the other disciples, anticipating that their own spiritual
accomplishmentshad markedlyovershadowedeveryone else's. Pride misdirects
ambitions.

... Drilled by the urge to acquire or achievewhat someone else has, we pursue
goals that recede with every step, until we pass the recognised borders of
propriety. There is always someone somewhere who has more, who does
better. Insatiabilityis the essenceof envy, and envyis a sorrow we feeL It is the
opposite of charity, since charity rejoices at a neighbour's good fortune, but
envygrieves over it.

 
 
 



- It is not demanding to be served~ but to serve and to sacrifice for the good of
woman. After all, in Eph 5:23-25~ Christ is described as giving Himself up for
His bride - the church.

- It does not presume superiority~ but mobilises the strengths of others. This
means that the ideas and desires of others are given regard. In the marital
relationship~ a mature man loves rather than controls his wife. In so doing~ he is
really loving himself since she is a part ofhis own body (Eph 5:28-29).

- It does not have to initiate all the time~ but to set a general pattern of
leadership. This implies that he feels secured enough to delegate specific
functions to another.

- It does not shirk the burden of the final say. But this does not imply there is
no place for disagreement. In his relationship with his wife~ a mature man will
value his wife~s view~ even ifshe is not always in agreement with him, because
she is his equal in creation and redemption.

'" where there is no bread on the table it is the man who should feel the main
pressure to do something to get it there. It does not mean his wife can~t help ...
But a man will feel his personhood compromised ifhe~ through sloth or folly or
lack of discipline, becomes dependent over the long haul on his wife~s income.

- Faith: to release things that symbolise one~s control in life so that one is
obedient and submissive to God~sway~and dependent upon Him.

- Sense of eternity: to use all the opportunities to build not one's earthly
kingdom, but that of God - that is~to make a difference for the Lord with one's
position and possessions in life. It is not to be career-minded, but to be mission-
minded; not to live only for this life~but for God~s eternity.

- Integrity infaithfulness: to do one~shonest best and accept what God deems
best. The smarter, shortest and easiest way to success may not be right in the

 
 
 



sight of God. Hence, fruitfulness in one's labour is not success in God's sight if
integrity is compromised. A man works hard in order to be faithful, and he
prays hard for God to make him fruitful.

- Servanthood: to see greatness as not being served, but to serve and empower
others so that they can reach their best potentials. In coming down to earth,
Jesus turned His position of status into a posture of servanthood. He died in
order to serve and empower mankind - that they may believe in Him and
become children of God.

- Sense of God's grace: to find one's esteem in God's grace. Man is not to
work himself restlessly to prove his worth, but to restfully accept that worth
which is bestowed upon him by God's grace in Jesus Christ.92

 
 
 



English-speaking. ,93

93 The Straits Times (Home Section) 18 November 2000. Christianity popular among Chinese here, pH7. The
term 'Christian' officially refers to either a Roman Catholic or Protestant believer in Singapore.
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to a stronger fiunily is not so much the man's extra money, but the man's extended presence at

home.

The workplace in Singapore is also where PeOple are called to be pragmatically

ambitious - that is, to be flexible and realistic to change so that the desired outcomes can be

achieved. This emphasis will unwittingly place the intended end as more important than the

means to it. Though dishonesty and corrutpion are never tolerated in society, the pressure to

succeed makes these temptations ever present - that is, to tempt one either to give or receive

favours in order to achieve something.

The pragmatic environment makes the Christian man especially wJnerable because of

his tendency to get results and achieve goals. Integrity is often challenged because this

temptation is always there - to work hard not merely to do one's best, but to outperform

others to be the best. Ability, rather than integrity, seems to be the distinguishing mark of a

successful man.

In 1 Tm 3:3, Paul counsels Timothy to look for church leaders who are 'not violent but

gentle, not quarrelsome.' This is the mark of emotional stability in a leader. Indeed, leadership

can be emotionally demanding because much is expected but not much is appreciated by

others. Thus, leadership can be a very lonely experience. It is no surprise that Paul calls on

Timothy to look for emotional stability in a leader.

In 1 Tm 3:2, Paul also adds that a church leader is to be 'husband of one wife.' In v 4,

he expects this leader to 'manage his children and household well.' In v 12, Paul asks this

pointed question concerning the church leader: 'If anyone does not know how to manage his

own family, how can he take care of God's church?' In sum, Paul is here calling for the mark

of family stability in the leader's home. He is not to be so diligent in shepherding the church

(his work) that he becomes so negligent in heading his family.

 
 
 



- Gentleness enables him to lead others without them fearing his strength. He
does not use his position to beat them down, but to bring them up.

- Gentleness nurtures in others the sense of trust and confidence in him. He
works at earning their support rather than demanding it.

- Gentleness draws others to him. On the other hand, a harsh spirit drives them
away.

94 Wakefield is professor of pastoral theology at Phoenix SeminllI)', USA. Brolsma is his daughter and she
works as a writer-cum-editor.

 
 
 



- Gentleness defuses anger or hostility (Pr 15:1). It has the power to turn an
enemy into a friend.

together these two elements grant power to the man who possesses them. Hence, Robert
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distnbution, and aim at bringing up a mature man who finds his worth and esteem in God's

grace bestowed upon him in Jesus Christ.

Another tendency of people in a competitive society is to constantly aspire toward high

ambitions. And the pragmatic approach to achieving one's ambition tends to direct one's

interest only onto oneself - do what works in order to reach one's goal, even if it means at the

expense of another's interest. However, as Robert Schnase has asserted, it is not intrinsically

wrong for men to have ambitions. But ambition must not lead a man to turn inward and focus

only on himself. Schnase says it well when he mentions that a man with a positive ambition

uses his God-given energies to serve others, and to grow so that he can be true to God and

himself. Indeed, ambition can claim a rightful place in a man's life - he is to be positively

ambitious rather than to be pragmatically ambitious. If dividuality is the maturity of a man's

unique potential, then a positive ambition acts as a challenge to that end. On the other hand, if

individualism is the idolatry of a man's own self, then a pragmatic ambition often lures him to

enthrone self-interest as all-consuming.

In Singapore where people are conditioned in many ways by the 'fear-of-Iosing'

(/dam) mentality, the desire to outdo, outrank or outperform others creates just that right

environment to breed individualism. It is a drlvenness that leads a man to think that he is a

lesser person if he has failed to be the best or if he has less than another. It is a mindset that

devalues the virtue of doing one's personal best or of striving toward one's unique potential

because the goal is to outdo others, and not just to do well.

To counteract this mindset, the example of John the Baptist in Jn 1:19-28 is worth

noting. He has done so well as a 'forerunner' of Jesus Christ that many people are attracted to

him, giving him titles that reflect their Jewish messianic expectations. But John answers that he

is neither the Christ, Elijah nor the Prophet. Instead, he calls himself as 'the voice of one
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calling in the desert' who 'makes straight the way for the Lord' (In 1:23, NIV). He further

says this about Christ: 'He is the one who comes after me, the thongs of whose sandals I am

not worthy to untie' (In 1:27, NIV).

This answer best sums up how John sees himself as a person. It is believed in John's

time, slaves carried their master's sandals. John considers himself as not even worthy to be

Christ's slave (Keener 1993:266). Hence, what John is saying in essence is this: 'You have put

me on a pedestal by thinking that I may be the Christ, or Elijah, or the Prophet to come. But I

am nothing compared to the Lord. I am not even worthy enough to untie the laces of his

sandals.'

Indeed, John has done his utmost to be a faithful 'forerunner' of the Lord - that is his

ambition. He also knows that no matter how well he has done, he can never be the Christ; he

can only play 'second fiddle' to the Lord. But knowing that he has done his best to fulfil his

unique role is good enough for him. John the Baptist does not regard himself as a lesser man

even if he cannot be the Christ; even if he cannot be the Number One in spite of his utmost

best. This then is John's counsel for the ambitious man: 'You are not a lesser person before

God if you have done your best but still lose out to another.'

The reason for being a realist - being pragmatically ambitious - is to achieve one's goal

by responding appropriately to changes yet without compromising one's basic convictions. In

other words, the aim is to remain in control of one's destiny. Again, it is an emphasis on faith

in one's own power rather than in God. Therefore, the self-made man who is admired by many

may not be a good example of mature masculinity. Why? Because he wants to be so much in

control ofhis life that he finds it hard to submit to God's way. When a man diminishes himself

before God, he is no small man. Rather, he is a big man in that his faith in God is bigger than

his faith in himself.

 
 
 



- Success has to do with a man pushing himself to do his honest best, but not
necessarily to end up as the best. It is not about winning over others though
this can be a valid motivation. More importantly, it is about finishing well with
integrity and dignity. Competition is for one to reach his personal best without
reducing the worth of others. Competition is desirable if it is a way of bringing
the best out of one another; of spurring one another unto love and good works.

- The bestfromfallen man is still short of God's standard, and hence, he is to
depend on divine power to realise his God-given potential. The stress on the
indomitable human spirit is fallacious in that it pushes one to fight stubbornly
rather than to fail gracefully. There are times when the best thing a man can do
to himself is to honestly and unashamedly admit to God that he has indeed
failed. The gospel truth reassures him that he can fail, and yet be worthy before
God because his failure glorifies the truth of God's grace and love.

- The realisation of a man's potential does not only mean that he has achieved
something materially because what he has achieved relationally is just as
important. This emphasis on both the material and relational implies that a man
must balance his pursuits in life so that these are in line with God's values and
purpose. The relational dimension further implies that a man's potential is not
so much about his independence of others, but his interdependence with others.

- Hard work toward a better future is not wrong in itself, but it must not be at
the eXPense of enjoying the good present. The drive to work hard for economic
well-being can result in a man always working restlessly for the future, but not
relaxing restfully in the present. When he is always working so hard for the
future, contentment becomes elusive because of the constant fear that there is
not enough for the future. Hence, the so-called virtue of saving more and
spending less may ironically be turned into a subtle form of materialism.

 
 
 



- Enjoyment is not only personal as it also embraces the responsibility to love
God and others with one's material blessings. The materially successful man
has the spiritual responsibility to be godly before the Almighty and the moral
responsibility to be gracious to the less fortunate.

- A pilgrim's mentality toward material blessings enables a man to find his
worth not in economic power, but in God's redemptive grace. This mentality
challenges him not to empty himself materially by renouncing things, but by
releasing things for others' sake. A pilgrim does not see the need to compare
and keep up with others materially. He only wishes to be economically viable,
not economically superior, while he is still on this pilgrimage.

labour force; good employment opportunities; increasing costs of living; better

education/skills; availability of good child care facilities. The challenge then is to balance the

- Husband and wife work at developing relational intimacy by affirming rather
than judging each other's psychological differences. The differences in the
way they think and respond are just expressions with which they complement,
not contradict, each other. Hence, they are to use these differences to establish
connectedness rather than contention.

- Husband and wife work at empowering each other not to be more like a man
or more like a woman, but to be more like Christ. Hence, they need more than
just good psychology, but sound theology to help each other to be mature with
the Christ-nature. For the man, he is not to find his manhood by proving his
masculine superiority over his wife, but by his willingness to be equally
involved with her in their life together.

- Since the Christ-like personality embodies both masculine and feminine
traits, taking up certain roles may just make us more Christlike rather than
less masculine or less feminine. For example, child nurturing and housework
do not necessarily make a man less masculine. On the other hand, earning big
money and holding a high-position job do not necessarily make a woman less
feminine. In fact, such endeavours by the man and woman may well be their
way of serving each other, and the family with Christ-like love and faithfulness.

 
 
 



- Christ-like love and faithfulness between husband and wife are not optional,
but covenantal expressions. This means that both man and woman must keep
working at expressing male headship and female submission as an outworking
of grace in their relationship. Also, with this outworking of grace, they are to
work at giving :freedom to each other to develop one's potential as an
outworking of empowerment.

- The husband is to constantly remind himself that he is covenanted to exercise
not only authority, but also accountability in the marital relationship. As
Adam was created first, man is the one made to be answerable to God first. He
is not to be so focused on his authority that he forgets about his accountability.
While authority makes him adamant on law and power in the 1iu:ni1y,
accountability makes him adaptable to grace and empowering for the good of
his wife and children.

- Mutuality or equal regard toward his wife reflects the husband's
accountability in his duty to love one who is equal to him in creation and
redemption. The man loves his wife as a way of expressing his love for himself.
Love for others and love for self are not mutually exclusive. To uphold the
other's interest can be a way to uphold one's own interest as well. God wants
us to love others as we love ourselves, and the man who loves his wife is really
loving himself In the home, what this can mean is that the man chooses to
share rather than to segregate family tasks in order to empower his wife to
extend her potential. Such equal regard seeks to reach mutually agreeable
decisions as much as possible.

- Man as sole provider is a cultural rather than a biblical assertion. Eden was
an agricultural setting whereby manual labour, not technology, was the means
of livelihood. Hence, the physically stronger Adam was told by God to work
the ground, and Eve to care for children and home. But the age of technology
has made such division unnecessary because the most valued work outside the
home today demands more brain than muscles. Advances in the study of
families in Bible times have also indicated that many of the passages pertaining
to fiunily life are descriptive rather than prescriptive in purpose. In filet, the
family structure in those days was more like a clan, and thus, more extended
and very unlike the structure of the contemporary nuclear family.9S

- Equal regard means that both man and woman, as partners in life, are to
have equal access to the privileges and responsibilities of the workplace and
the home. The man is to accept the filet that his wife can be as good as, if not
better than, him in providing for the family economically. Instead of feeling
threatened and trying to stop her from so providing, the man does well to
complement her in areas where she is lacking, even if it means taking on more
home tasks.

- Man's role as a provider is more than material as it includes the provision of
the final say and his presence at home. This means that the man must not see

 
 
 



his role as only bringing money back home. It includes taking the responsibility
of the final say in certain family matters when the need arises. It also includes
being at home with his wife and children in order to give necessary emotional
support and guidance. A man who is so busy working to bring money back
home that he has no time for the family is a 'ghost' provider rather than a good
one.

- The mature man does not presume superiority over the woman, but
empowers her to be fulfilled rather than to be controlled He treats the capable
woman as a valued person and partner, realising that his masculinity is in no
way undermined ifhe happens to have a woman as his equal or superior.

- The mature man always puts in his best, but he also recognises that without
integrity, his ability amounts to nothing. He is open enough to admit his
mistakes or inadequacies without shifting blame or pretending to be what he is
not. He aspires to do his honest best and accepts whatever God deems best for
him with contentment rather than with contention.

- The mature man does not regard gentleness as a trait of the lesser man, but
demonstrates it in order to influence others positively. While power is often
associated with masculinity, gentleness is often frowned as unmanly. But
gentleness is not weakness but an aspect of the fruit of the Spirit. Thus, to
exercise gentleness is to demonstrate the power of the Spirit.

- The mature man does not accumulate wealth for its own sake, but chooses to
live modestly in contentment with the little or much he has. He does not hoard
what he has. Rather, he lives modestly, saves responsibly and gives generously.

- The mature man is positively rather than pragmatically ambitious in that his
goals are for the glory of God, and for the good of himself and others. To this
end, he works hard to develop the individuality inherent in his own potential.

- The mature man does not have to win all the time. He does not see himself as
a lesser person if he fails to be Number One or loses to another in some way.
He does not devalue the virtue of doing his best or striving toward his unique

 
 
 



potential even if he has fuiled to outdo others. His fuith does not rest in his
ability, but in the power of God to bring about that which is good, even if it
means he has to lose or play 'second fiddle' to someone else.
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